January 2018
Year 1/2 Homework Project Activities

Can you make your own 3D paper mâché
planet that could be displayed in class?

Use an app to find constellations,
planets and stars in the night sky.
Which constellation is the easiest to
recognise? Which star is the brightest?
Write about it.

**Can you learn the names of all the planets in
our Solar System? Make a poster.

Make a telescope from junk cardboard materials and
sticky tape. Just before bedtime, use your telescope to
look up at the stars. Can you see any wonderful star
patterns in the sky? Grab a piece of paper and draw
the pattern of stars that you spotted. Take the pattern
into school to share with the class.

**Ask an adult to help you find the names of all
the people who have walked on the
Moon. There are 12 of them!

Information for children and parents

Moon Zoom

With an adult, explore
the Hubble Telescope
website. Check out
those amazing
gallery images and
videos! Create your
own constellation
piece of art work.

**With an adult, search the web for
fascinating space facts and make your very
own Space Fact Book.

Visit your local library and search for spacethemed books. Read and talk with an
adult about the books you find.

Imagine you’re an astronaut
completing different space
missions and make a mini
book about your work.

Well done on starting your homework project!
Over the next five weeks you have been tasked with completing as many of these ‘Moon Zoom’ inspired homework activities as possible! By the end of the half term,
if you have successfully completed at least five of these you will be given a ‘homework token’, with your name on that will be placed into a prize draw! There are
three compulsory homework activities that have a * placed next to them that you must complete over the five weeks in order for your name to be entered. Once you
have completed a homework activity please date the sheet and bring it into school to share with your classmates.

